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Customs, traditions and activities of daily life in ancient Mexico &#151; revealed in 41 authentically

detailed drawings. Dramatic scenes of mysterious religious rites, warriors in battle, depictions of

Mayan sculptors at work, astronomers taking sightings, an Aztec wedding, panoramic views of

cities, much more. Descriptive captions.
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I like coloring books. Being an old man, this may sound strange, but I have found that good coloring

books, ones that encompasses learning along with skills and amusement, are a rather valuable

tools. I did look at the inside of this particular book and indeed, colored some of the pictures along

with the grandsons. I love coloring books that address natural subjects and/or historical subjects.

This work, by John Green, is a collection of very well done drawings taken from and about the

Olmec Civilization, Maya, Toltec, Zapotecs, Oaxaca and Aztec Cultures. There is a great text with

each picture. The drawings are quite detailed in nature and rather pretty when finished. This is not a

coloring book for the wee ones, rather one that that older children will enjoy and be very able to do a

good job on. I would suggest colored pencils be used rather than crayons as the details of the

pictures call for some very small work. I find this one to be quite useful when teaching lessons on



these cultures...they add some visual references for the young student. Now I certainly do not claim

to be an expert in this field, but, on the other hand, I do know just a bit about it, and as far as I can

tell the drawings are quite accurate in thier detail and the text certainly is. Room is left for the young

girl or boy to use their imaginations as to the colors to be used, but I find a bit of adult guidance is

most helpful. Recommend this one highly. It is a great learning expierence and simply fun to

accomplish. Nice job here Mr Green.

Bought this for my grandma who is losing some cognitive functions. This company has a whole

series of coloring books for adults. She LOVES them. They have nice little stories at the bottom and

the scenes are interesting enough to keep her attention. I sent these books with some nice new

colored pencils and she has really taken to them! Coloring and doodling can be quite therapeutic

and meditative. She also enjoys word search puzzles but this is a nice change of pace, and

especially nice when her mind isn't working as well or she isn't feeling well. The whole series of

books is highly recommended. Send your grandma a package -- she'll love them! :-)

We have several of these coloring books for Home-School study and I have never been unhappy

with a single one. They are Amazing, Detailed and provide perfect little bites of information. Perfect

for when I am reading or we are listening to a history audio book.

We love this book! All of the Dover books are packed with information and amazing coloring

pictures. My 4th grade son loves these books, but my 1st grade daughter thinks they are too

detailed for her;) We use them as a supplement to our homeschooling. The kids color while I read

and they love it!

I wish it wasn't double sided as I can't use ink or marker without bleed through, but other than that

one gripe this is an excellent "grownup"/educational coloring book.

Not only do you have information, about the history, of great tribe. There is some great pictures as

well.

Are you looking for an interesting way to teach history? I recommend this book. The drawings are

accurate and yet not too difficult to color.



Item arrived with some damage, cosmetic in nature, but otherwise acceptable.
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